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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Incremental search algorithms, such as Generalized FringeRetrieving A* and D* Lite, reuse search trees from previous searches to speed up the current search and thus often
ﬁnd cost-minimal paths for series of similar search problems
faster than by solving each search problem from scratch.
However, existing incremental search algorithms have limitations. For example, D* Lite is slow on moving target search
problems, where both the start and goal states can change
over time. In this paper, we therefore introduce Moving
Target D* Lite, an extension of D* Lite that uses the principle behind Generalized Fringe-Retrieving A* to repeatedly
calculate a cost-minimal path from the hunter to the target
in environments whose blockages can change over time. We
demonstrate experimentally that Moving Target D* Lite can
be three to seven times faster than Generalized Adaptive
A*, which so far was believed to be the fastest incremental
search algorithm for solving moving target search problems
in dynamic environments.

A moving target search problem is a planning problem
where a hunter has to catch a moving target [5]. One application of this area of research is computer games, where
computer characters (= hunters) has to chase or catch up
with other characters (= targets), typically in gridworlds
whose blockages can change over time [5, 13, 9]. The moving
target search problem is solved once the hunter and target
are in the same state (= cell). The hunter has to determine quickly how to move. The computer game company
Bioware, for example, recently imposed a limit of 1-3 milliseconds on the search time [1]. There are generally two
classes of approaches for solving moving target search problems with search algorithms:
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• Oﬄine approaches take into account all possible contingencies (namely, movements of the target and
changes in the environment) to ﬁnd the best plan for
the hunter, for example, using minimax or alpha-beta
search [9]. Unfortunately, oﬄine approaches do not
scale to large environments due to the large number of
contingencies.
• Online approaches sacriﬁce optimality for smaller computation times by interleaving planning and movement, for example, by ﬁnding the best plan for the
hunter with the information currently available and
allowing the hunter to gather additional information
while moving. For example, they can determine a costminimal path (or a preﬁx of it) from the current state
of the hunter to the current state of the target in the
current environment. This allows them to ﬁnd plans
for the hunter eﬃciently while being reactive to movements of the target and changes in the environment.
Examples include real-time search algorithms [5] and
incremental search algorithms [13].
Most real-time search algorithms limit the lookahead of
each search and thus ﬁnd only a preﬁx of a path from the
hunter to the target before the hunter starts to move. Their
advantage is that the hunter starts to move in constant time,
independent of the number of states. Their disadvantage is
that the trajectory of the hunter can be highly suboptimal
and that it is diﬃcult to determine whether there exists a
path from the hunter to the target, although there are recent
exceptions [16]. Furthermore, they do not scale to large environments due to their memory requirements that typically
grow quadratically in the number of states [2]. Incremental
search algorithms, on the other hand, ﬁnd a path from the

hunter to the target before the hunter starts to move. If
they run suﬃciently fast, they provide alternatives to realtime search algorithms that avoid their disadvantages. We
therefore investigate incremental search algorithms in this
paper. There are generally two classes of incremental search
algorithms:
• Incremental search algorithms of the ﬁrst kind use
information from previous searches to update the hvalues to make them more informed over time and focus the (complete) searches better. Examples include
MT-Adaptive A* [8] and its generalization Generalized
Adaptive A* (GAA*) [12], which build on an idea in
[4].
• Incremental search algorithms of the second kind
transform the previous search tree to the current
search tree. The current search then starts with the
current search tree instead of from scratch. Examples include Diﬀerential A* [15], D* [11], D* Lite [7],
Fringe-Retrieving A* (FRA*) [13] and its generalization Generalized FRA* (G-FRA*) [14].
Most incremental search algorithms of the second kind
were designed for search problems with stationary start
states or in static environments (whose blockages do not
change over time). Thus, they are not eﬃcient for moving target search problems in dynamic environments (whose
blockages can change over time) since both the start and
goal states can change over time for moving target search
problems. For example, D* Lite can shift the map to keep
the start state stationary but then cannot reuse much of the
information from previous searches and can be slower than
running A* from scratch [8]. In this paper, we therefore introduce Moving Target D* Lite (MT-D* Lite), an extension
of D* Lite that uses the principle behind G-FRA* to repeatedly calculate a cost-minimal path from the hunter to the
target in dynamic environments. MT-D* Lite does not shift
the map to keep the start state stationary and can be three
to seven times faster than GAA*, which so far was believed
to be the fastest incremental search algorithm for solving
moving target search problems in dynamic environments.

2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Although all proposed search algorithms can operate on
arbitrary directed graphs, for ease of illustration, we describe their operation on known four-neighbor gridworlds
with blocked and unblocked states. The hunter can move
from its current unblocked state to any unblocked neighboring state with cost one and to any blocked neighboring state
with cost inﬁnity. It always follows a cost-minimal path
from its current state to the current state of the target until it reaches the current state of the target, which is often
a reasonable strategy for the hunter that can be computed
eﬃciently. We make no assumptions about how the target
moves.
We use the following notation: S denotes the ﬁnite set
of all (blocked and unblocked) states, sstart ∈ S denotes the
current state of the hunter and the start state of the search,
and sgoal ∈ S denotes the current state of the target and the
goal state of the search. c(s, s ) denotes the cost of a costminimal path from state s ∈ S to state s ∈ S. Succ(s) ⊆ S
denotes the set of successors of state s ∈ S, and Pred(s) ⊆ S
denotes the set of predecessors of state s ∈ S. The cost of

moving from state s to its successors or from its predecessors
to state s can be inﬁnity. In gridworlds, the predecessors and
successors of a state are thus its (blocked and unblocked)
neighbors.

3. BACKGROUND
We now provide the background on A*, Generalized
Fringe-Retrieving A* and D* Lite that is necessary to understand the proposed search algorithms, closely following
the descriptions in [13, 14].

3.1 A*
A* [3] is probably the most popular search algorithm
in artiﬁcial intelligence and the basis of all search algorithms described in this paper. A* maintains four values
for every state s ∈ S: (1) The h-value h(s, sgoal ) is a userprovided approximation of c(s, sgoal ). The h-values have to
be consistent [10]. (2) The g-value g(s) is an approximation of c(sstart , s). Initially, it is inﬁnity. (3) The f -value
f (s) := g(s) + h(s, sgoal ) is an approximation of the smallest
cost of moving from the start state via state s to the goal
state. (4) The parent pointer par(s) ∈ Pred(s) points to the
parent of state s in the search tree. Initially, it is NULL.
The parent pointers are used to extract a cost-minimal path
from the start state to the goal state after the search terminates. A* also maintains two data structures: (1) The
OPEN list contains all states to be considered for expansion.
Initially, it contains only the start state with g-value zero.
(2) The CLOSED list contains all states that have been expanded. Initially, it is empty. Actually, none of the search algorithms described in this paper require a CLOSED list but,
for ease of description, we pretend they do. A* repeatedly
deletes a state s with the smallest f -value from the OPEN
list, inserts it into the CLOSED list and expands it by performing the following operations for each state s ∈ Succ(s).
If g(s) + c(s, s ) < g(s ), then A* generates s by setting
g(s ) := g(s) + c(s, s ) and par(s ) := s and, if s is not
in the OPEN list, inserting it into the OPEN list. A* terminates when the OPEN list is empty or when it expands
the goal state. The former condition indicates that no path
exists from the start state to the goal state, and the latter condition indicates that A* found a cost-minimal path.
Therefore, one can solve moving target search problems in
dynamic environments by ﬁnding a cost-minimal path with
A* from the current state of the hunter to the current state
of the target whenever the environment changes or the target moves oﬀ the known path.

3.2 G-FRA*
Generalized Fringe-Retrieving A* (G-FRA*) [14] is
an incremental search algorithm that generalizes FringeRetrieving A* (FRA*) from gridworlds to arbitrary directed
graphs. We use the principle behind G-FRA* in one of the
proposed search algorithms. G-FRA* cannot solve moving target search problems in dynamic environments but it
solves moving target search problems in static environments
by ﬁnding a cost-minimal path with A* from the current
state of the hunter to the current state of the target whenever the target moves oﬀ the known path. Each A* run is
called a search iteration. In each search iteration, G-FRA*
ﬁrst transforms the previous search tree to the initial search
tree, which consists of the initial OPEN and CLOSED lists.
It then starts A* with the initial OPEN and CLOSED lists
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Figure 1: Trace of G-FRA*
instead of from scratch. Thus, G-FRA* inherits the properties of A*, for example, it ﬁnds cost-minimal paths from the
current state of the hunter to the current state of the target.
The initial search tree is the subtree of the previous search
tree rooted at the current start state. Thus, the initial and
previous search trees are diﬀerent if the hunter moved. To
determine the initial OPEN and CLOSED lists, G-FRA*
maintains a DELETED list, which contains all states that
are in the previous search tree but not the initial search tree.
Then, the initial CLOSED list contains those states that are
in the previous CLOSED list but not the DELETED list,
and the initial OPEN list contains both (O1) those states
that are in the previous OPEN list but not the DELETED
list and (O2) those states that are in the DELETED list and
are successors of states in the initial CLOSED list.
Figure 1 illustrates the steps of G-FRA*. Blocked states
are black, and unblocked states are white. For ease of illustration, we use h-values that are zero for all states. The ﬁrst
search iteration of G-FRA* runs A* from the current state
C2 of the hunter, labeled S, to the current state C6 of the
target, labeled G (see Figure 1(a)). The g-value of a state
is shown in its upper left corner. The arrow leaving a state
points to its parent. The CLOSED list contains B2, B3, B4,
B5, B6, C2, C3, C4, C6, D4, E4 and F4, and the OPEN list
contains D6. A state is shaded iﬀ it is in the OPEN list. The
cost-minimal path is C2, C3, C4, B4, B5, B6 and C6. The
hunter moves along this path to C4, at which point in time
the target moves oﬀ the path to D6 (see Figure 1(b)). Since
the target moved oﬀ the path, G-FRA* ﬁnds a cost-minimal
path from the current state C4 of the hunter to the current
state D6 of the target using the following steps, where the
previous start state is C2 and the previous goal state is C6.
• Step 1 (Starting A* Immediately): G-FRA* performs the following operations in this step if it did not
terminate in Step 3 (Terminating Early) in the previous search iteration. If the current start state is the
same as the previous start state and the current goal
state is not in the CLOSED list, G-FRA* runs A* with
the OPEN and CLOSED lists, uses the parent pointers
to extract a cost-minimal path from the current start
state to the current goal state and terminates the current search iteration. If the current start state is the
same as the previous start state and the current goal
state is in the CLOSED list, G-FRA* uses the parent
pointers to extract a cost-minimal path from the current start state to the current goal state and terminates
the current search iteration. In our example, G-FRA*

executes the next steps since the current start state is
diﬀerent from the previous start state.
• Step 2 (Deleting States): G-FRA* sets the parent pointer of the current start state to NULL, determines the DELETED list and deletes all states in the
DELETED list from the CLOSED and OPEN lists.
It then sets the parent pointers of all states in the
DELETED list to NULL and their g-values to inﬁnity. In our example, G-FRA* sets the parent pointer
of C4 to NULL, determines the DELETED list to contain B2, B3, C2 and C3 and deletes these states from
the OPEN and CLOSED lists. The CLOSED list now
contains B4, B5, B6, C4, C6, D4, E4 and F4, and the
OPEN list contains D6. The OPEN list is still incomplete since it contains only the states satisfying (O1)
so far. G-FRA* then sets the g-values of B2, B3, C2
and C3 to inﬁnity and their parent pointers to NULL
(see Figure 1(c)).
• Step 3 (Terminating Early): If the current goal
state is in the CLOSED list, G-FRA* uses the parent pointers to extract a cost-minimal path from the
current start state to the current goal state and terminates the current search iteration. In our example,
G-FRA* executes the next steps since the current goal
state is not in the CLOSED list.
• Step 4 (Inserting States): G-FRA* adds those
states to the OPEN list that satisfy (O2), which makes
the OPEN list complete. G-FRA* then sets the parent pointers of all states s added to the OPEN list
to the state s in the CLOSED list that minimizes
g(s ) + c(s , s) and sets their g-values to g(s ) + c(s , s)
for this state s . In our example, G-FRA* adds B3
and C3 to the OPEN list, which now contains B3, C3
and D6. It sets the parent pointers of B3 and C3 to
B4 and C4, respectively, and their g-values to 4 and 3,
respectively (see Figure 1(d)).
• Step 5 (Starting A*): G-FRA* runs A* with the
OPEN and CLOSED lists, uses the parent pointers
to extract a cost-minimal path from the current start
state to the current goal state and terminates the current search iteration.

3.3 D* Lite
D* Lite [6] is an incremental search algorithm that forms
the basis of the proposed search algorithms. D* Lite

01 function CalculateKey(s)
02 return [min(g(s), rhs(s)) + h(s, sgoal ) + km ; min(g(s), rhs(s))];
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

procedure Initialize()
OPEN := ∅;
km := 0;
for all s ∈ S
rhs(s) := g(s) := ∞;
par(s) := NULL;
sstart := the current state of the hunter;
sgoal := the current state of the target;
rhs(sstart ) := 0;
OPEN.Insert(sstart ,CalculateKey(sstart));

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

procedure UpdateState(u)
if (g(u) = rhs(u) AND u ∈ OPEN)
OPEN.Update(u, CalculateKey(u));
else if (g(u) = rhs(u) AND u ∈
/ OPEN)
OPEN.Insert(u, CalculateKey(u));
else if (g(u) = rhs(u) AND u ∈ OPEN)
OPEN.Delete(u);

20 procedure ComputeCostMinimalPath()
21 while (OPEN.TopKey() < CalculateKey(sgoal)
OR rhs(sgoal ) > g(sgoal ))
22
u := OPEN.Top();
23
kold := OPEN.TopKey();
24
knew :=CalculateKey(u);
25
if (kold < knew )
26
OPEN.Update(u,knew );
27
else if (g(u) > rhs(u))
28
g(u) := rhs(u);
29
OPEN.Delete(u);
30
for all s ∈ Succ(u)
31
if (s = sstart AND (rhs(s) > g(u) + c(u, s)))
32
par(s) := u;
33
rhs(s) := g(u) + c(u, s);
34
UpdateState(s);
35
else
36
g(u) := ∞;
37
for all s ∈ Succ(u) ∪ {u}
38
if (s = sstart AND par(s) = u)
39
rhs(s) := mins ∈Pred(s) (g(s ) + c(s , s));
40
if (rhs(s) = ∞)
41
par(s) := NULL;
42
else
43
par(s) := arg mins ∈Pred(s) (g(s ) + c(s , s));
44
UpdateState(s);
45 function Main()
46 Initialize();
47 while (sstart = sgoal )
48
soldstart := sstart ;
49
soldgoal := sgoal ;
50
ComputeCostMinimalPath();
51
if (rhs(sgoal ) = ∞) /*no path exists*/
52
return false;
53
identify a path from sstart to sgoal using the parent pointers;
54
while (target not caught AND target on path from sstart to sgoal
AND no edge costs changed)
55
hunter follows path from sstart to sgoal ;
56
if hunter caught target
57
return true;
58
sstart := the current state of the hunter;
59
sgoal := the current state of the target;
60
km := km + h(soldgoal , sgoal );
61
if (soldstart = sstart )
62
shift the map appropriately (which changes sstart and sgoal );
63
for all directed edges (u, v) with changed edge costs
64
cold := c(u, v);
65
update the edge cost c(u, v);
66
if (cold > c(u, v))
67
if (v = sstart AND rhs(v) > g(u) + c(u, v))
68
par(v) := u;
69
rhs(v) := g(u) + c(u, v);
70
UpdateState(v);
71
else
72
if (v = sstart AND par(v) = u)
73
rhs(v) := mins ∈Pred(v) (g(s ) + c(s , v));
74
if (rhs(v) = ∞)
75
par(v) := NULL;
76
else
77
par(v) := arg mins ∈Pred(v) (g(s ) + c(s , v));
78
UpdateState(v);
79 return true;

Figure 2: D* Lite for Moving Target Search
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procedure BasicDeletion()
par(sstart ) := NULL;
(g(s ) + c(s , soldstart ));
rhs(soldstart ) := mins ∈Pred(s
oldstart )
if (rhs(soldstart ) = ∞)
par(soldstart ) := NULL;
else
par(soldstart ) := arg mins ∈Pred(s
(g(s ) + c(s , soldstart ));
oldstart )
UpdateState(soldstart);
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procedure OptimizedDeletion()
DELETED := ∅;
par(sstart ) := NULL;
for all s ∈ S in the search tree but not the
subtree rooted at sstart
par(s) := NULL;
rhs(s) := g(s) := ∞;
if (s ∈ OPEN)
OPEN.Delete(s);
DELETED := DELETED ∪ {s};
for all s ∈ DELETED
for all s ∈ Pred(s)
if (rhs(s) > g(s ) + c(s , s))
rhs(s) := g(s ) + c(s , s);
par(s) := s ;
if (rhs(s) < ∞)
OPEN.Insert(s, CalculateKey(s));
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Figure 3: (Basic) MT-D* Lite

solves sequences of search problems in dynamic environments where the start state does not change over time by
repeatedly transforming the previous search tree to the current search tree. Researchers have extended it in a straightforward way to solve moving target search problems in dynamic environments by ﬁnding a cost-minimal path from the
current state of the hunter to the current state of the target
whenever the environment changes or the target moves oﬀ
the known path. In each search iteration, D* Lite ﬁrst shifts
the map to keep the start state stationary (for example, it
shifts the map one unit south if the hunter moved one unit
north) and then updates the g-values and parent pointers of
states as necessary [8] until it has found a cost-minimal path
from the current state of the hunter to the current state of
the target. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode of such a version
of D* Lite.1 We explain only those parts of D* Lite that are
suﬃcient for understanding how to extend it to Moving Target D* Lite. D* Lite maintains an h-value, g-value, f -value
and parent pointer for every state s with similar meanings as
used by A* but it also maintain an rhs-value. The rhs-value
is deﬁned to be

rhs(s) =

c
min

s ∈Pred(s)

(g(s ) + c(s , s))

if s = sstart
otherwise

(Eq. 1)
(Eq. 2)

where c = 0. Thus, the rhs-value is basically is a onestep lookahead g-value. State s is called locally inconsistent
iﬀ g(s) = rhs(s). The f -value of state s is deﬁned to be
min(g(s), rhs(s)) + h(s, sgoal ). Finally, the parent pointer of
state s is deﬁned to be
1
The pseudocode uses the following functions to manage the
OPEN list: OPEN.Top() returns a state with the smallest priority of all states in the OPEN list. OPEN.TopKey() returns
the smallest priority of all states in the OPEN list. (If the
OPEN list is empty, then OPEN.TopKey() returns [∞; ∞].)
OPEN.Insert(s, k) inserts state s into the OPEN list with priority k. OPEN.Update(s, k) changes the priority of state s in the
OPEN list to k. OPEN.Delete(s) deletes state s from the OPEN
list. Priorities are compared lexicographically. The minimum of
an empty set is inﬁnity.

par(s) =

⎧
⎪
⎨ NULL
⎪
⎩

argmin

s ∈Pred(s)

(g(s )

+

c(s , s))

if s = sstart OR
rhs(s) = ∞
otherwise

(Eq. 3)
(Eq. 4)

which is exactly the deﬁnition used by A*.2 D* Lite also
maintains an OPEN list with a similar meaning as used by
A*. ComputeCostMinimalPath() determines a cost-minimal
path from the start state to the goal state. Before it is called,
states can have arbitrary g-values but their rhs-values and
parent pointers have to satisfy Eqs. 1-4 and the OPEN list
has to contain all locally inconsistent states. The runtime
of ComputeCostMinimalPath() is typically the higher the
more g-values it updates.

4.

CONTRIBUTIONS

The blockage statuses of many states typically change
when D* Lite shifts the map to keep the start state stationary, which in turn changes the g-values of many states.
For example, B3 inherits the blockage status of A3 when D*
Lite shifts the map one unit south. Then, D* Lite updates
the g-values of many states, which makes it often slower
than running A* from scratch [8]. We therefore introduce
Basic Moving Target D* Lite (Basic MT-D* Lite) and Moving Target D* Lite (MT-D* Lite), two extensions of D* Lite
that solve moving target search problems in dynamic environments without having to shift the map. We ﬁrst describe
Basic MT-D* Lite and then MT-D* Lite, an optimization of
Basic MT-D* Lite that uses the principle behind G-FRA*
to speed it up.

4.1 Basic MT-D* Lite
Basic MT-D* Lite is an incremental search algorithm that
speeds up the version of D* Lite that shifts the map by
changing it slightly to avoid having to shift the map. Basic
MT-D* Lite solves moving target search problems in dynamic environments by ﬁnding a cost-minimal path with
ComputeCostMinimalPath() from the current state of the
hunter to the current state of the target whenever the environment changes or the target moves oﬀ the known path.
Figure 3 shows the necessary changes to the pseudocode
from Figure 2. Basic MT-D* Lite calls BasicDeletion() on
Line 62 instead of shifting the map. At this point in time,
the hunter has moved from the previous start state soldstart to
the current start state sstart . Before ComputeCostMinimalPath() is called again, the rhs-values and parent pointers of
all states have to satisfy Eqs. 1-4 and the OPEN list has
to contain all locally inconsistent states. Fortunately, the
rhs-values and parent pointers of all states already satisfy
these invariants, with the possible exception of the previous
and current start states. Basic MT-D* Lite therefore calculates the rhs-value of the previous start state (according to
Eq. 2 since it is no longer the current start state), its parent pointer (according to Eqs. 3-4) and its membership in
the OPEN list on Lines 82-87. The correctness proofs of D*
Lite continue to hold if c is an arbitrary ﬁnite value in Eq.
1. instead of zero. Thus, the rhs-value of the current start
2
D* Lite typically deﬁnes the parent pointers of both the start
state and states with rhs-values that are inﬁnity diﬀerently because they are not really needed. We set them to NULL in preparation for Moving Target D* Lite that requires them to have this
value.

state can be an arbitrary ﬁnite value, including its current
rhs-value since its current rhs-value is ﬁnite.3 Basic MT-D*
Lite therefore does not calculate the rhs-value of the current
start state and its membership in the OPEN list and only
sets its parent pointer to NULL (according to Eq. 3) on Line
81.
Figure 4 illustrates the steps of Basic MT-D* Lite using the setup from Figure 1. The ﬁrst search iteration of
Basic MT-D* Lite runs ComputeCostMinimalPath() from
the current state C2 of the hunter to the current state C6
of the target (see Figure 4(a)). The rhs-value of a state
is shown in its upper right corner. The cost-minimal path
is C2, C3, C4, B4, B5, B6 and C6. The hunter then moves
along the path to C4, the target moves oﬀ the path to D6 and
C5 becomes unblocked, which changes the costs c(C4,C5),
c(C5,C4), c(C5,C6), c(C6,C5), c(C5,B5) and c(B5,C5) from
inﬁnity to one (see Figure 1(b)). Since the target moved oﬀ
the path and the environment changed, MT-D* Lite ﬁnds a
cost-minimal path from the current state C4 of the hunter to
the current state D6 of the target using the following steps.
Basic MT-D* Lite sets the parent pointer of the current start
state C4 to NULL, updates the rhs-value and parent pointer
of the previous start state C2 to 2 and C3, respectively, and
inserts C2 into the OPEN list (see Figure 1(c)). It then processes the edges with changed edge costs, like D* Lite, and
runs ComputeCostMinimalPath(), which expands C2, B2,
C3, B3, C3, C5, B3, C2 and C6 (see Figures 4(d-l)). The
cost-minimal path is C4, C5, C6 and D6.
Basic MT-D* Lite can be optimized. When it runs ComputeCostMinimalPath(), the g-values of all states in the subtree of the previous search tree rooted at the current start
state are based on the g-value of the current start state and
thus correct. The g-values of all other states in the previous search tree could be incorrect, in which case they are
too small. Basic MT-D* Lite updates the g-values of these
states by expanding them. When it expands one of them for
the ﬁrst time, it sets its g-value to inﬁnity. When it expands
the state a second time, it sets its g-value to the correct
value. In our example, the g-values of B2, B3, C3 and C4
could be incorrect. Basic MT-D* Lite expands all of them
to set their g-values to inﬁnity and then expands all of them
again (except for B2) to set their g-values to the correct
value. Each state expansion is slow since Basic MT-D* Lite
iterates over all successors of the expanded state to update
their rhs-values (according to Eqs. 1-2), parent pointers (according to Eqs. 3-4) and memberships in the OPEN list on
Lines 30-34 or 37-44. Basic MT-D* Lite also iterates over all
predecessors of each successor. Thus, each state expansion
can require n2 operations on n-neighbor gridworlds. Furthermore, each state expansion manipulates the OPEN list,
which, if it is implemented as a binary heap, requires the
execution of heap operations to keep it sorted each time Basic MT-D* Lite expands a state since it needs to determine
the next state to expand, which is a state with the smallest f -value in the OPEN list. We therefore optimize Basic
MT-D* Lite in the following.

4.2 MT-D* Lite
3
The rhs-value of the current start state is ﬁnite because it is
on the cost-minimal path from the previous start state to the
previous goal state. The rhs-values of all states on this path are
no larger than the rhs-value of the previous goal state, which is
ﬁnite due to Line 51.
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Figure 4: Trace of (Basic) MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite is an incremental search algorithm that is an
optimized version of Basic MT-D* Lite. MT-D* Lite operates in the same way as Basic MT-D* Lite except that it replaces BasicDeletion() with a more sophisticated procedure.
Figure 3 shows the necessary changes to the pseudocode
from Figure 2. Basic MT-D* Lite calls OptimizedDeletion()
on Line 62 instead of shifting the map. Basic MT-D* Lite
lazily expands the states in the previous search tree that are
not in the subtree rooted at the current start state one at a
time to set their g-values to inﬁnity when needed. Whenever
it sets the g-value of a state to inﬁnity, it needs to update the
rhs-values, parent pointers and memberships in the OPEN
list for all successors of the state. MT-D* Lite, on the other
hand, eagerly uses a specialized procedure that operates in
two phases. MT-D* Lite maintains a DELETED list, which
contains all states in the previous search tree that are not
in the subtree rooted at the current start state, which is exactly the deﬁnition that G-FRA* uses. First, MT-D* Lite
sets the parent pointer of the current start state to NULL
on Line 90. Then, Phase 1 on Lines 91-96 eagerly sets the
g-values of all states in the DELETED list to inﬁnity in
one pass. Finally, Phase 2 on Lines 97-103 updates the rhsvalues, parent pointers and memberships in the OPEN list
of all potentially aﬀected states in one pass, which are the
states in the DELETED list. Their rhs-values, parent point-

ers and memberships in the OPEN list can be updated in
one pass since they depend only on the g-values of their predecessors, which do not change in Phase 2. If the g-values of
all predecessors are inﬁnity, which is likely the case for many
of these states due to Phase 1, their rhs-values have to be
updated to inﬁnity, their parent pointers have to be updated
to NULL and they have to be deleted from the OPEN list
since they are not locally inconsistent. Phase 1 therefore sets
the rhs-values of all states in the DELETED list to inﬁnity,
their parent pointers to NULL and removes them from the
OPEN list. Phase 2 then only updates the rhs-values (according to Eqs. 1-2) and parent pointers (according to Eqs.
3-4) of the few exceptions and inserts them into the OPEN
list if they are locally inconsistent. Overall, Phase 1 is thus
similar to Step 2 (Deleting States) of G-FRA*, and Phase 2
is similar to Step 4 (Inserting States) of G-FRA*. The runtimes of both phases are small. Phases 1 and 2 iterate over
all states in the DELETED list. Phase 2 also iterates over
all predecessors of the states in the DELETED list. Thus,
each state in the DELETED list can require n operations on
n-neighbor gridworlds. Both phases manipulate the OPEN
list, which, if it is implemented as a binary heap, requires
the execution of heap operations to keep it sorted only once,
namely at the end of Phase 2, since it can remain unsorted
until then.

A*
Differential A*
GAA*
FRA*
G-FRA*
Basic MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite

searches
per
test case
379
379
379
381
382
383
383

moves
per
test case
689
689
689
689
689
689
688

expanded
states
per search
14156 (32.5)
14156 (32.5)
12440 (30.0)
451
(11.1)
514
(8.3)
1147
(9.4)
679
(8.4)

deleted
states
per search

349 (13.1)
435 (18.1)
688 (25.5)

runtime
per
search
5618
7557
4531
395
405
1401
809

Table 1: Static Environments
Figure 4 illustrates the steps of MT-D* Lite using the
setup from Figure 1. The only diﬀerence from the steps of
Basic MT-D* Lite is that MT-D* Lite does not perform the
state expansions from Figures 4(c-g). Instead, OptimizedDeletion() updates the rhs-values, parent pointers and memberships in the OPEN list of all states in the DELETED list,
which contains B2, B3, C2 and C3 (see Figure 4(g)). The
remaining state expansions are the same as the ones of Basic
MT-D* Lite (see Figures 4(h-l)).

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now compare Basic Moving Target D* Lite (Basic MTD* Lite) and Moving Target D* Lite (MT-D* Lite) against
A*, Diﬀerential A*, Generalized Adaptive A* (GAA*),
Fringe-Retrieving A* (FRA*) and Generalized FRA* (GFRA*) for solving moving target search problems. For fairness, we use comparable implementations. For example, all
search algorithms implement the OPEN list as binary heap
and ﬁnd a cost-minimal path from the current state of the
hunter to the current state of the target whenever the environment changes or the target moves oﬀ the known path.
We perform our experiments in four-neighbor gridworlds
of size 1000 × 1000 with 25 percent randomly blocked states
and randomly chosen start and goal states. We average our
experimental results over the same 1000 test cases for each
search algorithm. The hunter always knows the blockage statuses of all states. The target always follows a cost-minimal
path from its current state to a randomly selected unblocked
state and repeats the process whenever it reaches that state
or cannot move due to its path being blocked. The target
skips every tenth move to ensure that the hunter catches it.
We perform the experiments in two diﬀerent environments.
In static environments, the blockage statuses of states does
not change. In dynamic environments, we randomly block
k unblocked states and unblock k blocked states after every
move of the hunter in a way that ensures that there always
exists a path from the current state of the hunter to the
current state of the target. We vary k from 1 to 1000. We
use the Manhattan distances as consistent h-values.
We report two measures for the diﬃculty of the moving target search problems, namely the average number of
searches and the average number of moves of the hunter until it catches the target. These values vary slightly among
the search algorithms due to their diﬀerent ways of breaking ties among several cost-minimal paths. We report two
measures for the eﬃciency of the search algorithms, namely
the average number of expanded states per search and the
average runtime per search in microseconds on a Pentium
D 3.0 Ghz PC with 2 GByte of RAM. We also report the
average number of deleted states (from the search tree) per
search for FRA*, G-FRA* and MT-D* Lite. Finally, we report the standard deviation of the mean for the number of
expanded and deleted states per search (in parentheses) to
demonstrate the statistical signiﬁcance of our results.

A*
Differential A*
GAA*
Basic MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite

searches
per
test case
691
691
691
690
690

moves
per
test case
691
691
691
690
690

expanded
states
per search
14489 (24.1)
14489 (24.1)
11246 (20.3)
913
(5.2)
535
(4.5)

deleted
states
per search

550 (18.4)

runtime
per
search
6043
8385
4432
917
570

548 (18.1)

6006
8270
4401
920
595

499 (16.1)

5804
7956
4642
1054
794

352 (11.2)

5311
7272
6607
2129
1932

k=1
A*
Differential A*
GAA*
Basic MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite

697
697
697
697
696

697
697
697
697
696

14297 (23.6)
14297 (23.6)
11104 (19.9)
920
(5.2)
552
(4.4)

k = 10
A*
Differential A*
GAA*
Basic MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite

699
699
700
697
697

699
699
700
697
697

13740 (22.9)
13740 (22.9)
10429 (18.9)
954
(5.3)
652
(4.6)

k = 100
A*
Differential A*
GAA*
Basic MT-D* Lite
MT-D* Lite

707
707
709
695
693

707
707
709
694
693

12538 (21.1)
12538 (21.1)
9859 (81.8)
1578
(6.9)
1426
(6.8)

k = 1000

Table 2: Dynamic Environments
Tables 1 and 2 show our experimental results in static and
dynamic environments, respectively. The version of D* Lite
that shifts the map is not included in the tables because it
has been shown to be an order of magnitude slower than A*
and is thus not competitive [13]. D* is not included in the
tables because it has been shown to be about as eﬃcient as
D* Lite [7]. FRA* and G-FRA* are not included in Table 2
because they cannot solve moving target search problems in
dynamic environments. We make the following observations:
• In dynamic environments, GAA* has a runtime that
increases with k because it uses a consistency procedure to update the h-values of those states whose hvalues become inconsistent due to states becoming unblocked and the number of such states increases with
k [12].
• In dynamic environments, Basic MT-D* Lite and D*
Lite have runtimes that increase with k because they
update more g-values as k increases and hence expand
more states per search.
• In both static and dynamic environments, A* has a
smaller runtime than Diﬀerential A* because Diﬀerential A* constructs its current search tree from scratch
and thus expands the same number of states per search
as A* but also deletes all states from the previous
search tree.
• In both static and dynamic environments, GAA* has
a smaller runtime than A* because GAA* updates the
h-values to make them more informed over time and
hence expands fewer states per search. (In dynamic
environments with a large value of k, the runtime incurred due to the consistency procedure is larger than
runtime saved due to the fewer state expansions.)
• In static environments, G-FRA* has a smaller runtime
than A* because G-FRA* does not expand the states

in the subtree of the previous search tree rooted at the
current start state. A*, on the other hand, expands
some of these states.
• In both static and dynamic environments, Basic MTD* Lite and MT-D* Lite have smaller runtimes than
GAA* because GAA* constructs its current search tree
from scratch. Basic MT-D* Lite and D* Lite, on the
other hand, reuse the previous search tree and hence
expand fewer states per search.
• In both static and dynamic environments, MT-D* Lite
has a smaller runtime than Basic MT-D* Lite because
Basic MT-D* Lite expands the states in the previous
search tree that are not in the subtree rooted at the
current start state to set their g-values to inﬁnity. MTD* Lite, on the other hand, uses OptimizedDeletion()
instead, which runs faster and results in only a slightly
larger number of deleted and expanded states.
• In static environments, FRA* and G-FRA* have
smaller runtimes than Basic MT-D* Lite and MT-D*
Lite because of two reasons: (1) FRA* and G-FRA*
have a smaller runtime per state expansion than Basic MT-D* Lite and MT-D* Lite. For example, the
approximate overhead per state expansion (calculated
by dividing the runtime per search by the number
of expanded states per search) is 0.88 and 0.79 microseconds for FRA* and G-FRA*, respectively, while
the approximate overhead per state expansion is 1.22
and 1.19 microseconds for Basic MT-D* Lite and MTD* Lite, respectively. (2) FRA* and G-FRA* expand
fewer states than Basic MT-D* Lite and MT-D* Lite
in the following case: If the target moves to a state in
the subtree of the previous search tree that is rooted
at the current start state, FRA* and G-FRA* terminate without expanding states due to Step 3 (Terminating Early). Basic MT-D* Lite and MT-D* Lite, on
the other hand, expand all locally inconsistent states
whose f -values are smaller than the f -value of the goal
state.
• In static environments, FRA* has a smaller runtime
than G-FRA* because G-FRA* reuses only the subtree
of the previous search tree rooted at the current start
state. FRA*, on the other hand, uses an optimization
step for gridworlds, described in [13], that allows it to
reuse more of the previous search tree. Thus, FRA*
deletes and expands fewer states per search.
Overall, FRA* has the smallest runtime in static environments, and MT-D* Lite has the smallest runtime in dynamic
environments, where it is three to seven times faster than
GAA*.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Existing incremental search algorithms are slow on moving target search problems in dynamic environments. In this
paper, we therefore introduced MT-D* Lite, an extension of
D* Lite that uses the principle behind Generalized FringeRetrieving A* to solve moving target search problems in
dynamic environments fast. We demonstrated experimentally that MT-D* Lite can be three to seven times faster
than Generalized Adaptive A*, which so far was believed to

be the fastest incremental search algorithm for solving moving target search problems in dynamic environments. It is
future work to investigate how to speed up the computation
of more sophisticated strategies for the hunter [17].
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